Listing of Community Helpers Materials
(9/12/2012)

ASK NURSE PFAFF, SHE’LL HELP YOU! By Alice Flanagan  610.73 F583a
AT THE POLICE STATION by Carol Greene  363.2 G799p
AUTO MECHANICS by Tracey Boraas  629.28 B726au
CHOOSING EYEGlasses WITH MRS. KOUTRIS by Alice Flanagan  617.7 F583c
COMMUNITY HELPERS FROM A TO Z by Bobbie Kalman  331 K14az
COMMUNITY HELPERS FUN TO KNOW PUZZLES by Trend Enterprises  TA 793 T794ch
COMMUNITY HELPERS POCKET FLASH CARDS by Trend Enterprises  TA 793 T794co
DAY WITH FIREFIGHTERS by Jan Kottke  628.9 K87df
DAY WITH POLICE OFFICERS by Jan Kottke  363.2 K87dp
DR. KANNER, DENTIST WITH A SMILE by Alice Flanagan  617.6 F583ka
FIRE FIGHTERS by Norma Simon  028.5 S595fg
FIRE FIghtERS by Paulette Bourgeois  363.37 B772i
GOOD-BYE, CURTIS by Kevin Henkes  028.5 H513gc
HELLO, DOCTOR by David Marx  028.5 M392hd
HERE COMES THE MAIL by Gloria Skurzynski  028.5 S629hc
HOW IT HAPPENS AT THE POST OFFICE by Dawn Fredrick  383 F852hp
I’M GETTING A CHECKUP by Marilyn Singer  618.92 S617ic
JOLLY POCKET POSTMAN, THE by Janet & Allan Ahlberg  028.5 A285ja
JOLLY POSTMAN: OTHER PEOPLE’S LETTERS, THE by Janet Ahlberg  028.5 A285j
MR. SANTIZO’S TASTY TREATS! by Alice K. Flanagan  664 F583sa
MR. YEE FIXES CARS by Alice K. Flanagan  629.28 F583ye
MRS. SCOTT’S BEAUTIFUL ART by Alice K. Flanagan  704 F583mr
MS. MURPHY FIGHTS FIRES by Alice K. Flanagan  628.9 F583m
NURSE ASSISTANT by Kathryn A. Quinlan  610.73 Q7nu
OFFICER BROWN KEEPS NEIGHBORHOODS SAFE by Alice Flanagan  363.2 F583o
OFFICER BUCKLE & GLORIA by Peggy Rathmann  028.5 R234of
OPEN THE DOOR LET’S EXPLORE MORE! by Rhoda Redleaf  371.38 R317op
PLUMBERS by Tracey Boraas  696.1 B726pl
POLICE OFFICERS by Paulette Bourgeois  363.2 B772po
POSTAL WORKERS by Paulette Bourgeois  383.4 B772pw
SUBJECT TRACING IDEAS

- Nurses
- Police
- Fire Fighters
- Postal Service
- Letter Carriers
- Bakers
- Dentists
- Dentistry